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Description
It's well-known (c.f #11119) that Module#name has poor performance on anonymous classes, due to searching the entire constant
namespace of the VM.
However, we recently discovered that it's even worse than that. In the presence of aliased constants (e.g. module M; end; Alias = M),
the find_class_path method actually searches every path to a given module (e.g. it will visit that module under both the M and Alias
names). This can lead to exponential-time behavior in cases of repeated aliases. See the attached test case, where performance
gets twice as slow with every additional layer of aliasing:
On my laptop:
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Our house style makes extensive use of aliases as an import-like mechanism to provide short names within a given scope. We
discovered this bug while exploring an actual performance problem -- this is not just a theoretical report.
History
#1 - 02/27/2019 08:11 PM - shevegen (Robert A. Heiler)
This may be useful to mention at an upcoming developer meeting.
Aliased constants are probably quite common; I use them in a few of my
projects myself, although this is very minor compared to me using aliased
methods (I use a LOT of aliased methods; mostly because that way I can
get more flexibility when tapping into "actionable calls" for different
classes).
Perhaps it may be that there is not yet any good idea for what to change
exactly, to improve this behaviour?
I had a look at the old report and suggestions by headius at
https://bugs.ruby-lang.org/issues/11119 but I think the proposal may
be too restrictive e. g. when it is suggested to disable the functionality.
It reminds me a bit of the proposal to remove object_id, due to some
problems associated with it, which I think was not an ideal trade-off
(since it would also mean that people would lose functionality/flexibility,
and this may be a trade-off / constraint).
Perhaps there could be some alternatives, if it is not trivial to improve
it (speed-wise), to have the default as it is, but some additional way to
use functionality without the speed trade off. This may not be directly
related to the functionality or bug talked about here, but we have seen the
addition of refinements, and matz has mentioned at several points to wish
to introduce some form of namespace system. Perhaps something similar
could be thought about where people could, if they want to, and so desire
to, pick alternatives that may not be as flexible as the current status
quo, but would come with a speed improve, on a per "namespace" basis
(or per module/class basis, to use current terminology).
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Or perhaps you may have a completely different suggestion - I am aware
that your suggestion is not the same as headius' one as such. Just
mentioning a few things. :)
(It could be worth to suggest it for the upcoming developer meeting,
if only to get one or the other comment about it from the ruby core/main
team and of course matz, if there is enough time for this at the meeting.)
#2 - 03/04/2019 11:52 AM - nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
- Subject changed from Module#name performance has exponential-time worst case to Module#name performance has exponential-time worst case
by aliased constants
- File bug-15625.patch added
Of course it is possible to check duplicated paths to refine worst cases, but it is a trade-off for usual case; no aliased constants.
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#3 - 03/04/2019 01:13 PM - Eregon (Benoit Daloze)
Why is such a search performed every time?
Is it not enough to cache the name in the Module instance (since it keeps the name even after the constant is removed anyway) ?
Also, I think naming can be done proactively when assigning constants, instead of a lazy search (that's what TruffleRuby does).

Files
classname.rb
bug-15625.patch
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